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REPORTING
PIONEER FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

Noonee’s Chairless Chair being tested by the car manufacturer Audi. Noonee is a Switzerland-based company founded in 2014 by ETH Fellow Keith
Gunura and Olga Motovilova. The company’s vision is to become a world leader in wearable ergonomics and mechatronic assistive devices. Noonee
recently finalized the first field trial of their “chairolutionary” device, the Chairless Chair, together with the leading German car manufacturer Audi.
Image courtesy: AUDI Communications.

BACKGROUND PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The Pioneer Fellowship program enables young entrepreneurs from ETH Zurich to bring their ideas rapidly to the
market. The fellowships are awarded in a competitive process: applicants submit a business proposal and pitch
before a panel of industry experts and professors from ETH Zurich. Successful applicants enter an 18 month
accelerator program to develop their business idea, build a prototype and found their own startup. Support from
the Pioneer Fellowship program includes incubator space, expert coaching and CHF 150’000 seed money.
More than half of the Pioneer Fellowships granted to date have been enabled by the generous donations
made to the ETH Zurich Foundation by private individuals, foundations and companies.
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TRACK RECORD (2010-2015)

The first five years of the Pioneer Fellowship
program have been a great success. Now
entering its second phase, we will position
the program even more as ETH’s key
catalyst for innovation and entrepreneurship.
Prof. Dr. Detlef Günther, Vice-President
Research and Corporate Relations,
ETH Zurich

PIONEER FELLOWS EXCEL AT SWISS STARTUP COMPETITIONS
ETH Pioneer Fellows are highly successful in
winning prestigious awards. We congratulate:

PREGNOSTICS
Preterm birth management
Sabrina Badir
Winner, Best business idea, Venture 2015
The team Pregnostics around Sabrina Badir (second from left) won
this year’s venture business idea competition. Also on the photo:
Anja König (left) from Novartis Venture Fund. Image courtesy:
Venture/Cédric Dürig.

VERSANTIS
Versatile detoxification strategies
Vincent Forster

TAP TOOLS
Solutions for surface material testing
Clara Beck and Tom Reuter

Winner, Best business idea, Venture 2014
Finalist, Swiss Technology Awards 2014

Finalist, Best business idea, Venture 2015

ZURI MED
Revolutionary
reconstruction
Xiang Li

MICRO GAUGE
Next generation pressure sensors
Yunjia Li

devices

for

ligament

Finalist, Best business plan, Venture 2015
Finalist, Best business plan, Venture 2015

RQMICRO, INOSITEC, CELLSPRING
founded by Pioneer Fellows

BATTRION
Optimized Li-ion batteries
Martin Ebner

Finalists, Heuberger Unternehmerpreis
2015

Hilti Award 2014

INTRODUCING THIS YEAR’S NEW PIONEER FELLOWS (SPRING 2015)

TINA HOVESTADT & FLORIAN ROSENTHAL
Life sciences: SwissBlot - the smart way to analyze proteins
SwissBlot’s vision is to become the new brand associated with
protein analysis. We will design a new generation of analytic
tools that will set new sensitivity standards while making protein
research faster and more reproducible.

TOMAS DE WOUTERS
Life sciences: Functional intestinal microbiota for safe and effective
treatment of Clostridium dificile infections
Up to 20% of the population suffers from intestinal symptoms
without satisfying therapies. We want to tackle this problem by
contributing to the novel field of microbe-based therapies that will
revolutionize gastroenterology.

CLAUDIA KUSTER & JAN RÜEGG
Computer sciences: Gaze correction for mainstream video
conferencing
We make video calls more similar to face-to-face meetings using
gaze correction – a technology that adjusts eye position on the
fly such that users engage in eye-to-eye contact with their
counterparts. Our software will help users around the world to
experience more personal video calls.

THOMAS NESCHER
Computer sciences: Real walking in virtual environments
Virtual reality is starting to conquer the mass market and is
beginning to show its true potential as a totally new type of media.
Our technology enables users to experience virtual surroundings
that are much larger than the room they are actually standing in,
such as entire buildings, train carriages or airplanes.

FRANZ-JOSEF OBERMAIR
Life sciences: A novel approach to fight autoimmune diseases and
cancer
T cells are key players in our immune system and boosting the antitumor response of T cells is a therapeutic strategy to treat many
cancers. However, the recognition of tumor-specific T cells has been
a long-standing problem for the development of therapeutic
approaches against cancer. Our technology identifies tumor-relevant
T cells and thus delivers the missing link in the development of
future patient-specific anti-cancer therapies.
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Antavi’s app allows live comparison of movement patterns directly
on the smartphone.

The Pioneer Fellowship Program
supports talents that are passionate
about what they do, and future
entrepreneurs. I want to contribute to
this endeavour!
Christiane Leister, Chairperson of
the Board, Leister AG

NEWS FEED
‘SRF BEWEGT’: TRACKING LIVE MOVEMENT
OF PEOPLE IN SWITZERLAND
In June 2015, the Swiss radio and television
broadcaster SRF ran a campaign on live movements
of people. The sophisticated app recording these
movements was developed by Pioneer Fellows Ulf
Blanke and Sebastian Feese, co-founders of the
ETH spin-off Antavi. The app records the user’s
daily movements using step recognition and GPS
localization and allows comparison of one’s own
physical activity with that of others. More than
80’000 users participated in the campaign, moving
over 1.1 Mio km in five days. The collected data will
be used by ETH scientists to test research
hypotheses on a variety of topics such as mobility,
health or everyday behavioral patterns.
ETH SPIN-OFF UPICTO ACQUIRED BY
LOGITECH
Upicto develops software solutions for motion
analysis in video sequences, with applications as
diverse as traffic control and theft detection.
Founded in 2011 by Pioneer Fellow Fabian Nater,
the company was recently acquired for an
undisclosed sum by the Swiss hardware
manufacturer Logitech.

ACKNOWLEDGING OUR PARTNERS
The Pioneer Fellowship Program is generously supported by the following donors: AdNovum
Informatik, Gemeinnützige Stiftung Accentus, Robert Bleibler, Walter Fust, Hauser-Stiftung,
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Prof. Hugel, IMG Stiftung, KPMG, Leister Stiftung, Dr. Markus Rauh, SCS
Swiss Child Support Foundation, Shell, Gerhard E. Schmid, Prof. Dr. Roland Siegwart and many
more. Thank you!

Contact:
Amina Chaudri
Project Manager Fundraising
+41 44 633 8472
amina.chaudri@ethz-foundation.ch

Dr Daniel Auerbach
Industry Relations Manager
+41 44 633 4833
auerbach@ethz.ch

www.ethz-foundation.ch

